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javascript in model for each iteration of collection render? Is it possible to have a model define a custom
JavaScript function to be used by the forEach element in the Javascript loop that renders a template? A

simplified version of my models looks like this: var PlanModel = Backbone.Model.extend({
defaultRender: function(){ console.log("PlanModel rendering"); } }); var Plans =

Backbone.Collection.extend({ model: PlanModel, url: "/api/plans", defaultRender: function(){ return
this.map(function(plan) { console.log("Plan rendering"); return "" + plan.name + ""; }) } }); Then in my
backbone controller: var Controller = Backbone.Controller.extend({ initialize: function(){ this.plans =

new Plans(); }, plans: function(){ this.plans.fetch(); }, render: function(){ var plans = this.plans;
plans.each(function(plan){ console.log("Plan "+plan.name+" in
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A: TechNexus, The International Network of Excellence for Digital Transformation, and IDC explore how
to create a more profitable digital business through innovation. Join the IDC Micro Conference in New

York on September 19-21, 2018. Find out how technology is impacting the world we live in and how you
can be at the forefront of market transformation. "By leveraging technology, companies are able to
create real value, better understand the world around them and grow their business. So the really

exciting part is that by leveraging technology companies are also enabling other companies to grow, so
they create value on the back of others. So you can have an impact on the world around you, but also on
the whole economy" What's on the agenda? Get ready to experience the new way of doing business with
innovation, technology and business agility. At the Micro Conference, you will hear from industry experts
who will share their experiences and findings with you on several topics, including: The Digital Industrial
Landscape Understand how the digital industrial landscape is evolving and what the implications are of

your role within it. Industry Dynamics Gain insights on what is driving change within your industry.
Digital Transformation What the technology organisations need to achieve digital transformation.

Operational Excellence Discover how you can develop your company’s strategy and build the operational
platforms to achieve this. Who should be there? This is an invite-only event and only participants who
have confirmed acceptance will receive an invitation to register. When should you be there? The Micro

Conference programme starts at 08:00 and runs until 16:00. What do you get out of it? A look at the new
market realities of the future Learn how to transform and do business in a new way with innovation,

technology and business agility The opportunity to work closely with leading members of the business
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